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Abstract

A charge neutral cylindrical plasma with radius of

the order of the ion Lamor radius is considered, and

eigen frequencies are calculated for an arbitrary norma-

lized density Wpj/*^ °% up to 10! It is found that there

exist convenient modes for rf pulgging and heating, whose

frequencies are of' b£der w ..



§1. Introduction and Formulation

Experiments ' have shown that l.s rf plugging effect

is not so efficient in the point cusp as in the line cusp.

From this fact we see that the rate of penetration of the

rf field is less at the point cusp than the line cusp.

Generally speaking, the external rf field is shielded in

the plasma. With characteristic frequencies of the plasma,

however, it can generate a strong field. The applied fre-

quency is of the order of the ion cyclotron frequency uci-

If there is no mode with a characteristic frequency near the

applied one, strong shielding will take place. It may be

quite natural to attribute the difference between the shielding

at the point cusp and at the line cusp tq the different pro-

perties of their characteristic frequencies. The purpose

of this article is to study the characteristic oscillations

of the plasma in a point cusp.

Consider an idealized model for the real plasma in a

point cusp, as shown in Fig.l. Here the unperturbed state

of the plasma is cylindrically symmetric and homogeneous

along the uniform magnetic field (z direction). We apply

an rf field, EoexpC-iu)t), externally in the direction of the

x-axis by distant parallel plate electrod-ss. As one sees

later, this configuration of electrodes is most efficient

so far as the rf plugging effect is concerned. The radius

of the plasma considered is assumed to be of the ion thermal

Larmor radius p.. We treat electrons, whose effects have

been completely neglected for the sheet plasma,* in two

ways, the drift approximation and the Boltzmann distribution.
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The unperturbed pcate of the ions is described by

fo(r, vl = n0R(X
2+ Y2lFCvx + vph{v2l, CD

Here X and Y. are the x and y components of tha gyration
i

center, respectively. The distribution function for electrons

can be determined in a similar way, so as to give the sarnie

density as that of ions. This charge neutrality condition

is also one of our assumptions.

Since the frequency and the way© length considered

are of the order of the u . and p., respectively, ions a.re

governed by the Vlasov equation in the electrostatic appro~

ximation. The applicability condition for this approximation

is given by the inequalities

Our study will be linear theory, which may be justified when

the electric force is much less than the magnetic one:

mr-pT
e

T 5

We confine ourselves to wave lengths in the z direction

much larger than p i V A general formulation for finite wave

number 1c is given in Appendix A.
Z
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He assume the perturbed density of ions and the potential

to be of the form

^Cxr Y/ t) • ^CriekpCidne - ait)},

(2)

*(x, y, tj « $CrjexpUGne - wtj}.

The linearized Vlasov equation for the ions yields

ni(r)explime)«-—$.( dt exptiwrl jjdv^dy^Etr' l«^*(X W^Cy****} ,

where primed quantities mean values at the time t* « t - T

under the unperturbed motions; or, in terns of the complex

coordinate 5(= x + iy) and velocity vC= v__ + iv >,
x y

Partially integrating with xoopect to v, and using the defi-

nition (4) and the relations,

-4- R(X'2 + yt2j = _i Rfxa+ Y2);,

div
dv ci

we obtain
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n i f r ^ T r f dTf \dvxdvy exPU<«)TtimC6'-0) }R(X2+1f2) [*" Cv2+v2)2u .

{-rsin C6 • -6) S£^|1J +(-rcos [6' -61 +r') ̂ li^-lLj+p (v^+vj) - "J"ciT>divt (r«):

(5)

Thus far we have made; no restrictions on the unperturbed

ion distribution f 0 (r, v]>. We assirie hereafter

(6)

which in cylindrical geometry is the counterpart to the
21

"ideal" sheet plasma of plane geometry . This condition

means that all centers of gyration of the ions are localized

on the z-axis, or that the radius of the plasma is of the
l J"ir**

order of p^C= j~—j jj). In fact, for the Maxwellian velocity
ci»

distribution we have the density

noexpC- jp-i • (7)

The general case of the arbitrary distribution R is treated in

the Appendix A. la this ideal case we obviously have the

relations:

r1 - r, 9' - 6 + » C ± T ,' . (8)

By virtue of (8) , we can integrate over v", and T in (5) ,

thus finally obtain
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W

+ {etu>,m,r) -l>Cdfr + | § T " grl*(rlY (9)

where : < ( r r

a n d to2to2. (r) =
p i M • ; • •

We consider next the perturbed density n for electrons

in two ways, (1) case of the drift approximation and C2) the

Boltzmann distribution. First, in the case of strict homo-

geneity along the z direction in the sense that

~ ci _ fm 1

it is allowed to treat the electrons in the drift approxima-

tion:

The stationary solution of this system is N^ ' = No (r),

v<;>- 0, and vW»= - g . ifc y p . By line,riSi»g .it-
respect to perturbations n and v around N^ ' and v' ,

and equating the right hand side of (12) to zero, we obtain

d ne
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After substitution of (14J into the linearized version of the

continuity eg.(13}, we obtain the compact form:

e
1 dNo (r) c f 1 3 .,
iu fir B L r TRT v ",—mimmm I — •

r B
(15)

Substitution of the expression (9) and (15) into the Poisson

equation

m* - ne(rl), (16)

finally provides a differential equation for

) .
dr

in the drift approximation. Here the quantity E is defined

in (10) and m is the azimuthal mode number. This equation

will be reasonable, if we rewrite it in the form

div D = 0, C18)

where

e -in

in e

9r

- tit
r 36.

*».'ci "ci
.) * ui
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The ion part of the.dielectric permeability tensor is similar
•5}

to that of the cold ion , except for the frequency shift

« + fflu . and the sign of n. If one remembers that all gyra-

tion centers are localized on the z-axis, then the present

system of ions may be regarded as a cold fluid in a frame

rotating with angular frequency UJ.. Hence the frequency

shift may be identified with the Ooppler shift. If.cue

realizes that the equation of motion for the ions in this

rotating frame is the same as that in the laboratory frame

except for a change in sign of the charge, then the origin

of the sign difference becomes evident.

The second case, a Boltzmann distribution,

^|) - No (r) « N 0Cr)^| (19)

can apply to a wave of small but finite wave length in the

z direction such as

vTe

in which case the effect of k on the ion distribution may

be negligible, though the electrons' effects are not. For

such a low frequency wave, electrons have the effect of

causing Debye shielding. When the parturbation is homogeneous

along the magnetic field BD, this shielding does not occur

because motion across the magnetic field is not free. When

the perturbed potential has a gradient along the magnetic

field, the Debye shielding occurs because of the free motion

along the magnetic field; the shielding effect dominates the

-• 8 •-



drift motion. Landau damping by electrons is neglected

in the present analysis. From the egs.(9), C16) and (19),

we readily ->btain the equation in the case of a Boltzmann

distribution,

ro(Oci
w*.-(.u>+m&> . ) z a)+mu>.

- r 4 ^ ( r ) e 2 H ( r ) = 0. (2C)

§2. Numerical Calculation

We specify the velocity distribution function to be

Maxwellian; therefore the unperturbed density takes the

form (7}, For convenience in numerical calculation, we

write the basic equations (17) and (20) in terms of nondimen-

sional variables as

SS)H(r-,.o,

in the case of the drift approximation for electrons, and as

(22)

in the case of the Boltzmann distribution. Here the following

nondimenaional quantities are used:



r -:£-. •,. . -o - Jt- ,
Pi ubi

(231

* •

First of all, we study properties of solutions to these

equations in the neighbourhood of r = 0. When in «. 0,, eg.(21)

can be solved as

J dr '•
e(y»)r'»'

 + B' (A»B = arbitrary constants)

which, however, is unphysical because of logarithmic diver-

gence at r = 0, unless A = 0, and then $ = B. Eg.(22) has

a finite solution around r = 0 :

* « X, i f ' y C O i . x\v •L|m| liTI57m70F r l /

so that the radial electric field -*• is proportional tor,
8r

Then, the strength of the electric field in either case

vanishes at the axis of the cylindrical plasma. Our main

interest is in the plugging effect of an rf field. The ions

with the Smaller magnetic moments, or the smaller radii of

gyratxi " escape more easily from the point cusp, therefore

we need a strong rf field near the axis of the plasma. In

this sense the m = 0 mode is unsuitable. Another disadvantage

is that we must insert a center conductor to apply the m « 0

mode, which is undesirable for a fusion reactor. When |

both egs. (21) and (22) have solutions near r = 0, namely,
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*Crl « r|ra| , (24)

which lead to E r, Eg « f'
m'"" , so that only |m| » 1 mode

has a nonzero field at r = 0. Accordingly, our study is mainly

directed to the |m|=l mode hereafter. There is no loss of

generality in putting m=-l, since egs.(21) and (22) are

invariant under the transformation (Si, m)-*C-ftr -in)'.,

Our problem is to solve for eigne functions ${r) and

eigen values of the frequency ft for th« eqs.(21) and (22)

by varying the parameter

VZ*i

We apply the invariant imbedding method** to the present

problem. For a general Sturm-Liouville'type equation of

the form

~ K(ft,m,ii,r)aftCr) + G(n,m,p,r)$(r) = 0,
3r 3r

the function R(r) = " y ̂  Vj>(r) obeys the first order differen-
dr

tial equation

dr

3K

[£§ R + | + R 2). (25)

When $(r) hap zero points, R diverges; then the inverse

S(r) = 1/R(r) is well-defined at this singularity. The

corresponding equation for S is ;
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3K .

M = 3 i S + | S
2 + l . (26)

dr

The initial behaviors of R ands result from (24):

R(r") =|ml/r, S(r)» r/|m|. (27)

In the range r > r such that y(r ) << 1 eqs. (.21) and

(22) have a solution of the form

<j>(r) = a r"lra' + b /r^ . (28J

In the case of an eigen function, the coefficient a^ is

equal to zero, so that the final behaviours of R and S are

R(r) = -jm|/r, SCr) = - r/|m|. (29)

The procedure is to integrate eg. (.26) with the initial con-

dition (.27) for S, and to switch to the eq. (25) before S

becomes singular. After some switching, we finally obtain

the solution in the external range r > f . We seek the

characteristic frequency J2 which leads to the form (29) .

To obtain the eigen function, we intergrate the equation,

with the function R(r) known.

We present next the procedure to solve the boundary value

problem. When we apply the external field Eoexp(-iwt) in the
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x direction, the boundary value of $ at infinity is

-xEoexp(~iaJt) = - £|S-{exp(ie-io)t)+exp{-ie-icot)}. (31)

The first procedure is, as in the eigen value problem, to

integrate forward the eq.C25) together with eq.(26) with the

initial condition (27), until the value R{?_) is obtained.
c

At this point we have by virtue of (28} the equation.

where am = -E0/2 as given by (31). The value •(r ) can be

determined by the eq.(32). The second procedure is to in-

tegrate backward to r = 0 the eq.(30) with the initial

value $ (r_) determined above.
c

There is another method which is more efficient for the

present equations than the invariant imbedding method. It

is to approximate the function y(r) by many steps. If u(r)=

const.,the solution to eq. (21) is very simple:

*(f)

where a. and b. are constant coefficients in the i-th step.

We require two continuity conditions. The first is the

continuity of $ tr):

(33)
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The second continuity condition is obtained by integrating

over r the eq.(21} through the infinitesimal domain containing

the i-th boundary r.; thus

i~1 x dr r=ri-0
(34)

- d<f>
= Gi ri -1 * dr r=r.+O

where the condition C33) is used. This condition is inti-

mately related to the continuity of D , (18J, between the

different mediums. Combining both conditions (33) and (34)

yields a relation between (a., , b. ,) and (a., b.) :

ai

bi

where the matrix elements are the functions of Rr m, y., u._-,»

e., and r.„ Because of non-singularity, b 0 = 0. If we define

a matrix series U. = T.T._."«« T,f coefficients {a.} and (b.)

are given by

ai
Ui i = 1,2,

where N is such a large number that r = J . For the eigen

function, â , = 0, thus uNClr 1) = 0 , which is the equation

for 52 determining the eigen frequencies. When the external

field is present, aN = -E0/2, and thus a0 = -E0/2UN(l, 1).

It should be noted that if e(f) has a zero point, solu-

tions to eqs. (21) and (22) always diverge logarithmically at
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this point. A simple proof is givon in Appendix B. e(r)

has a zero point in the domain

0 < (# + m ) 2 - 1 < u ,

where our calculation is not made.

§3. Results of Numerical Calculation

Our numerical calculation is made for the case where

the centers of gyration are localized on the z-axis and the

velocity distribution is Maxwellian, and accordingly the

unperturbed density is given by (7). As we have remarked, we

study mainly the mode m = -1. In Fig.2a, the eigen frequency

are plotted vs. normalized density y, in the case of the

drift approximation. The wave pattern is illustrated in Fig.2b,

for typical points. In each branch, the fundamental mode has

no node, the second has one node, and so on. For the upper

branch each mode goes to an asymptotic line, JJ = (ft-1)2- 1,

in the limit of low u. For the lower branch, the fundamental

eigen frequency is bounded above by 2. In the case of cold

ions, both fundamental modes in the upper and the lower

branches become the lower hybrid frequency.

Fig.3a shows the eigen frequency in the case of a

Boltzmann distribution for electrons. All lines are lowered

as compared with the corresponding lines in the «ase of the

drift approximation. The upper bound of the fundamental mode

is about Q, = 1.6. Modes of the upper branch disappear.
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The typical form of the potential is illustrated in Fig.3b.

Fig.4a and 4b demonstrate the resonance features.

Under the external field Eoexp(-iwti parallel to the x-axis,

the inner shape of the electric field is illustrated for the

various values of the applied frequency Q with a fixed density

y = 100 in the case of the drift approximation. This figure

shows the r-dependence of the azimuthal component of the

electric field normalized by Eo. When the applied frequency

ft approaches an eigen frequency, the amplitude of the wave

becomes resonantly large, and the form of the wave resembles

that of the eigen function. The Fig.5 demonstrates the

shielding of the external field. Under a fixed applied

frequency fi = 1.8, by increasing the normalized density \s,

the r-dependency of the same quantity as in Fig.4 is illust-

rated. In the first stage of small p, the strength of the

field is a little increased in the plasma, probably propor-

tional to the density, it then increases more and more until

the resonance value p = 4.4. After the resonance, the sign

of the field is reversed in the plasma; then the strength is

weakened gradually, and is finally shielded strongly, for

instance, at a value of about - 0.005E0 at the center when

]i = 1000.

We treat the case m = -2 for the drift approximation

in Figr6, The two branches of the m =-1 case are shifted

upward by unity. A new branch (0 < fi <1) also appears.

From these results, we see that there is not any

qualitative difference between the sheet plasma ' and the

cylindrical plasma, so far as the eigeii mode is concerned.

Consequently, we cannot attribute the inefficiency of rf
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plugging at the point cusp to the difference between the

eigen mode at the point and line cusp. There are left,

however, two possible explanations. CH The radius of the

real plasma at the point cusp is a little larger than the

21
ion Larmour radius p.. As we have already seen ', when the

width of the sheet plasma becomes large, many eigen modes

appear, so that the resonance property may be weakenedi

(2) There is the possibility of nonlinear shielding. We

know the following elementary argument, which is probably a

nonlinear phenomena. The low frequency rf field is applied

in the direction of x.. Electrons drift in the y direction.

In the case of cylindrical geometry, this drift cause an

electric field in the y direction due to charge separation,

although in planar geometry charge separation does not occur.

This induced field again causes a secondary drift of electrons

in the x direction, resulting in the shielding of the initial

applied field.
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Appendix A General Formulation

We give a general formulation for future study which

treats the case of finite k and an arbitrary distributior
z

R(X2+ Y2J. The unperturbed states are described by

Subscript \i refers to the species; huCv I is normalized to

unity, i.e., dvzh (vzl = 1;
 w

c u=
 e

u
Bo/muc* Assume all

perturbations are of the form,

<j> = <j> (r) exp{i (m8 + k v - wt)}, etc..

The general integro-differential equation is written out as,

+ f r'dr'{K (r,r')ik i>{r') + K T.Cr,r')
d^| ) + Kfl (r,r')

im^|r >} }= 0j z z r ar o r
o

(A-l)

For the sake of simplicity, we use a symbol $ to stand for the

lengthy integral operator:

5^ -?r r
-co z o - C l i-- ;fl
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The kerne ls x# Kz, K r, and Kg in th-5 eq. (A~U a re given by

s in (to T)

x - S i —zrr— V V V1^1 VVJ)} '

dh

S•« »C

K0 = S { «cy (-r1 + r cos©)hy(vz}Ry(I.J)2PI(vJ)} ,

where the arguments L2 and Vz represent

r2 + r'2 - 2rr'cos(©- oi x)
T z _ oii

a)2 ( r 2 + r l 2 - 2rr 'cosg)}

Appendix B

Equations (21} and (22) can be written in the form,

K ( r ) g | KCr")^ ${r) = L(£)<Hr), CB-1)

where K(r) = e ( r ) f ,

L(r) = ez l?)m2 + a r e ( r ) d u ( r )

dr
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The coefficient a is independent of r and is given by

* — -g for eg. (21),

a = " U-CSHnOMCn-Hn) " X for eg' (22) '

If e(r) has a zero point, say rfl, then from the definition (10)

we have the inequality

e(r) < 0 when 0 < r < f „ ,

e(r) > 0 when r0 <, r .

If a>0, then L>0 when 0<r<r0, as — < 0. Define a new
dr

1* dr'
independent .ariable s by s = - v{r'Y ' w n e r e r i is an

arbitrary constant between 0 and j;0. Then the eq. (B-l) becomes

ds s). (B-2)

While s goes from -« to +«, L is always positive, hence eq.(B-2)

must diverge j.n either infinity. If a < 0, consider the region

r0 < r; a similar argument applies as before. Now we see that

(j)(r) diverges at least at one of the points, r = 0, r0, or «>.

If we require $ (r) to be finite at zero and infinity, the <J> (r)

diverges necessarily at the zero point r0.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. Idealized model for the plasma in a line cusped

field.

Fig.2a. Eigen frequencies of the mode m = -1 vs. the

maximum density of the plasma, when the electrons

are treated in the drift approximation. The

dotted line represents the asymptote, p = (SJ - I ) 2 - 1.

Fig.2b. Typical wave patterns for the points marked in

Fig.2a, being normalized so as to take an identical

asymptotic form (r/p.)

Fig.3a. Eigen frequencies of the mode m = -1 vs. the

maximum density of the plasma in the case of the

Boltzmann distribution for the electrons.

Fig.3b. Typical wave patterns for the points marked in

Fig.3a, being normalized so as to take an identical

asymptotic form (r/p.)

Fig.4a,b. The r-dependence of the azimuthal component of

the electric field, which is externally in the

x direction and hat* a value 0.5, for the various

values of the applied frequency with a fixed density

y = 100 in the case of the drift approximation for

electrons.
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Fig.5. The r-dependence of the azimuthal component of

the electric field, which is externally in the

x direction and has a value 0*5, for various

densities with a fixed applied frequency SI = 1.8

in the case of the drift approximation for electrons.

Fig.6. Eigen frequencies vs. the maximum density of

the plasma in the case m = -2, when the electrons

are treated in the drift approximation.
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